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Abstract
Designated verifier signature (DVS) is a cryptographic primitive that allows a signer to convince
a verifier the validity of a statement in a way that the verifier is unable to transfer the conviction
to a third party. In DVS, signatures are publicly verifiable. The validity of a signature ensures that
it is from either the signer or the verifier. Strong DVS (SDVS) enhances the privacy of the signer
so that anyone except the designated verifier cannot verify the signer’s signatures.
In this paper we propose a highly efficient SDVS scheme based on pseudorandom functions,
which is proved to be secure in the standard model. Compared with the most efficient SDVS
scheme secure in the random oracle model, our scheme has almost the same complexity in terms
of both the computational cost of generating a signature and signature size. A signature of our
scheme is simply the output of a pseudorandom function. The security of the scheme is tightly
reduced to the hardness of DDH problem and the security of the pseudorandom function.
Since our scheme is vulnerable to delegatability attacks, the study of which was initiated by
Lipmaa, Wang and Bao in ICALP 2005, we then propose another construction of SDVS, which is
the first one immune to delegatability attacks. The scheme is also very efficient, and has the same
signature size with that of Lipmaa-Wang-Bao non-delegatable DVS scheme. We show that it is
secure based on discrete logarithm assumption and gap Diffie-Hellman assumption in the random
oracle model.
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1

Introduction

In undeniable signatures [7], given a signature from Alice (the signer), Bob (the verifier) cannot check
the validity of it by himself. Instead, Alice proves the validity (or invalidity) of the signature to
Bob interactively. However, Alice can only decide when to prove, but not who to verify. So the
conviction can be transferred to one or many verifiers. To solve this problem, Jakobsson, Sako and
Impagliazzo [14] introduced the notion of designated verifier proofs (DVP) in Eurocrypt 1996, which
allows Alice to prove the validity of a statement to Bob so that Bob is convinced of the validity of
the statement, but unlike ordinary signature schemes, he could not transfer this conviction to anyone
else. This is called non-transferability, and is usually achieved by proving either the validity of the
statement or the knowledge of Bob’s secret key, so that Bob is also able to produce the ‘same’ proof
transcripts. Designated Verifier Signatures (DVS) are the non-interactive version of DVP. They are
publicly verifiable so that if a signature is valid, any third party is convinced that it was produced by
either Alice or Bob. DVS has applications in voting, i.e. a voting center should not able to convince
others that a voter has voted, undeniable signatures, i.e. use DVS to non-interactively confirm/disavow
a signature, and other applications where only certain people can be convinced of something.
In some cases it is required that if Cindy does not know Bob’s secret key, she cannot tell if a
signature for Bob is from Alice or other signers. Jakobsson et al. then introduced in the same
work [14] a variant of DVS to enhance the signer’s privacy, called strong designated verifier signature
(SDVS), which requires that any two signer’s signatures for the same verifier are indistinguishable to
anyone other than the designated verifier. This property had not been formally studied and defined
until 2004. Laguillaumie and Vergnaud [17] for the first time formally defined the property ‘privacy
of signer’s identity’ to capture the ‘strongness’ of SDVS.
Jakobsson et al. [14] suggested a generic approach for constructing SDVS. Each user in the system
holds two key pairs, one for a DVS scheme and the other for a public key encryption scheme. To sign
a message M , Alice first uses its signing key to produce a DVS signature on M for Bob and then
encrypts the signature under Bob’s encryption key. The ciphertext is sent as the SDVS signature
to Bob, who first decrypts the ciphertext using his decryption key to obtain Alice’s DVS signature,
and then checks the validity of the signature using verification keys of both Alice and Bob. This
approach is conceptually simple, however, the resulting scheme is not efficient enough, as it requires
the encryption of a DVS signature which usually is comprised of several group elements.

1.1

Related Work

Ring Signature. DVS focuses on the setting in which there are only two parties who can produce
indistinguishable signatures. Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [23] extended the notion to the setting in
which there are a number of signers, and introduced the notion of ring signatures. The signers form
a group, and any signer in the group can produce indistinguishable signatures, but anyone outside of
it cannot. Anyone is ensured that a valid signature is from the group, but cannot tell the identity of
the real signer. Rivest et al. proposed the first ring signature scheme based on trapdoor permutations
and symmetric encryption in the random oracle model [3]. The first efficient ring signature scheme
secure without random oracles was proposed by Shacham and Waters [25], which is based on Waters
signature [30]. Since DVS is the two-user version of ring signature, it turns out that the two-user
version of Shacham-Waters scheme is a DVS scheme secure without random oracles.
UDVS. Steinfeld, Bull, Wang and Pieprzyk [26] studied another variant of DVS, named universal
designated verifier signature (UDVS), in which a (standard) signature holder can designate any third
party as the verifier and transform the signature into a DVS signature for that party. They proposed a
UDVS scheme based on Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) short signature scheme [6], thus only secure in the
1

random oracle model. They also showed that UDVS is equivalent to identity-based key encapsulation
mechanism. Zhang, Furukawa and Imai [31] proposed another UDVS scheme based on Boneh-Boyen
short signature [4] in the standard model. Laguillaumie, Libert and Quisquater [16] and Huang,
Susilo, Mu and Wu [12] came up with the same UDVS scheme based on Waters signature, which is
also secure without random oracles. Vergnaud presented in [29] another two UDVS schemes, one based
on Boneh-Boyen signature and secure in the standard model but requiring a very strong assumption
named knowledge-of-exponent assumption [8], and the other based on BLS signature and thus secure
in the random oracle model.
MDVS. The notion of multi-designated verifiers signature (MDVS) was first studied by Jakobsson et
al. [14] as well. In MDVS, the signer can designate many parties as verifiers for checking the validity
of a signature. Jakobsson et al. proposed a concrete scheme of MDVS based on their DVS scheme by
aggregating the public keys and secret keys of all the designated verifiers so that only if all of them
cooperate together can they simulate the signatures. Laguillaumie and Vergnaud [18] were the first
to give a formal definition of MDVS. They gave a construction of MDVS based on ring signatures,
which however, fails to provide privacy of signer’s identity [17]. They also gave another construction
of bi-designated verifier signature scheme based on bilinear maps, protecting the anonymity of signers.
IBDVS. The above studies of (variants of) DVS are in the public key infrastructure setting. Another
interesting topic is identity-based designated verifier signature (IBDVS). Susilo, Zhang and Mu [28]
proposed the first identity-based strong designated verifier signature (IBSDVS) scheme with random
oracles based on Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assumption. Huang, Susilo, Mu and Zhang [13]
proposed a SDVS scheme based on Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Their scheme is very efficient, and
has the shortest signature, which simply is the hash of the message and the common key shared between
Alice and Bob. The security is based on Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assumption in the random oracle
model. They also showed how to deploy their technique to the identity-based setting to obtain an
IBSDVS scheme.
Non-Delegatable DVS. In ICALP 2005 Lipmaa, Wang and Bao [19] initiated the study of delegatability attacks in DVS. Roughly speaking, a DVS scheme is non-delegatable if one produces a valid
signature, it must ‘know ’ the secret key of either Alice or Bob. In other words, there exists an extractor
which given oracle access to the forger algorithm (and the message), outputs the secret key of either
the signer or the verifier. Though delegatability is desirable in some settings, e.g. proxy DVS, it is
undesirable in many other settings [19].
Many schemes were shown to be vulnerable to delegatability attacks, such as [24, 26, 27, 17].
Lipmaa et al. then proposed the first non-delegatable DVS scheme with tight security reduction using
the technique of Katz and Wang [15]. The signer’s public key consists of g1x , g2x , and a signature is
a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of the equal discrete logarithm of the two components in the
public key. Unforgeability of their scheme tightly reduces to the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
assumption, and the non-delegatability is proved by rewinding the forger in the random oracle model.
Huang, Susilo, Mu and Wu [11] proposed a UDVS scheme based on BLS signature, which is also
immune to delegatability attacks. Their signature is a proof of knowledge of either a BLS signature
or the verifier’s secret key. Very recently, Huang, Susilo and Wong [10] proposed the first IBDVS
scheme supporting non-delegatability, which is based on Gentry-Silverberg hierarchical identity-based
encryption scheme [9]. The signature also contains a proof of knowledge showing either Alice or Bob’s
secret key is involved in the generation.
To the best of our knowledge, all the non-delegatable DVS schemes (and variants) use Fiat-Shamir
heuristic to implement the proof of knowledge, and therefore their security relies on the randomness
of the underlying hash function. So far there is no DVS scheme in the standard model that supports
non-delegatability. The dilemma is due to the lack of an efficient non-interactive proof of knowledge
2

system which allows the extraction of the witness in the position of exponents, since in almost all the
signature schemes the secret key is the exponent in the public key.

1.2

Our Contribution

In the line of research on DVS and its variants, there are some problems that have been open since
their introduction, for example:
1. construction of non-delegatable DVS and its variants without random oracles;
2. construction of non-delegatable SDVS in the random oracle model;
3. construction of SDVS without random oracles which is much more efficient than the generic
construction [14].
In this work we give complete and affirmative answers to the last two problems. Specifically, we construct an SDVS scheme which is provably secure without resorting to the random oracle heuristic. The
scheme is surprisingly simple and much more efficient than the aforementioned generic construction.
The signer S shares a common key with each designated verifier. To sign a message M for verifier V ,
S uses the key shared with V as the key to select a pseudorandom function PRF. Its signature on
M is simply the output of PRF on input M , and thus is very short. The security of our scheme, e.g.
unforgeability and privacy of signer’s identity, tightly reduces to that of the pseudorandom function
and the hardness of DDH problem. Our scheme also enjoys the perfect non-transferability, as S and
V can produce the same signature on any message.
Regarding the security proofs, we use a slightly different approach here. Usually in the proof one
gradually changes the game in the setup of public keys and the way that the adversary’s queries are
handled, and finally comes to a game in which the adversary wins only with the desired advantage.
However, the condition on winning the game remains untouched. While in our proofs, besides the
aforementioned modifications to the game, we also change step-by-step the condition that the adversary
wins the game. In this way, we are able to tightly reduce the security of this extremely simple scheme
to DDH assumption and the security of the pseudorandom function.
Regarding the delegatability attacks, it is not hard to see that the scheme is vulnerable to such
attacks, since the key for the pseudorandom function is derived from the common key shared between
S and V . If one knows the shared key, certainly it can represent S to sign any message for V . We
then propose another efficient construction of SDVS, which to the best of our knowledge, is the first
non-delegatable SDVS scheme. The signature is a proof of knowledge of the secret key of either S or
V , and thus the non-delegatability is achievable. The price of supporting this extra property is that
the security of the scheme is only provable in the random oracle model. Unforgeability of the scheme
is based on Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption, and the privacy of signer’s identity relies on the
intractability of Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) problem.

1.3

Outline

In the next section we give the formal definition of SDVS, as well as its security model. We then
review in Sec. 3 the definition of pseudorandom functions and the underlying assumptions used in
our construction. The construction of SDVS scheme without random oracles is presented in Sec. 4,
followed by its security analysis. The non-delegatable SDVS scheme is then proposed in Sec. 5, along
with its security proofs in the random oracle model. We compare our schemes with some existing
(S)DVS schemes in the literature in Sec. 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec. 7.

3

2

Strong Designated Verifier Signature

Roughly speaking, strong designated verifier signature (SDVS) allows the signer to sign documents so
that only the intended verifier can verify the validity of its signatures and in the meanwhile prevents
the verifier to transfer the conviction. Below we give the formal definition of this notion.
Definition 2.1 (SDVS). A Strong Designated Verifier Signature (SDVS) scheme in the public-key
infrastructure setting consists of the following four (probabilistic) polynomial-time algorithms.
– Kg: takes as input 1k where k is the security parameter, and outputs a public/secret key pair,
i.e. (pk, sk) ← Kg(1k ).
– Sign: takes as input the secret key of the signer S, public keys of S and V (the designated verifier)
and the message M , and outputs a signature σ on M , i.e. σ ← Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M ).
– Sim: takes as input the secret key of the verifier V , public keys of S (the signer) and V and the
message M , and outputs a signature σ on M , i.e. σ ← Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M ).
– Ver: takes as input the secret key of the verifier V , public keys of S (the signer) and V , the
message M and the purported signature σ, and outputs a bit b, which is 1 for acceptance and 0
for rejection, i.e. b ← Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M, σ).
The correctness of SDVS requires that for any (pks , sks ) ← Kg(1k ), (pkv , skv ) ← Kg(1k ) and any
message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
Pr[Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M, Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M )) = 1] = 1,
and Pr[Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M, Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M )) = 1] = 1
Besides the correctness, a secure SDVS should also satisfy unforgeability, non-transferability and
privacy of signer’s identity. If an SDVS scheme is said to be non-delegatable, it should also support
non-delegatability. We define these properties in the following subsections respectively.

2.1

Unforgeability

Unforgeability requires that any third party other than the signer S and the designated verifier V ,
cannot forge a signature on behalf of S with non-negligible probability. Formally, it is defined by the
following game played between a game challenger C and a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A:
1. C prepares the key pairs of S and V , i.e. (pks , sks ) and (pkv , skv ), and gives (pks , pkv ) to A.
2. In this phase, A adaptively issues queries to the following oracles for polynomially many times:
– OSign : Given a message M , the oracle returns a signature σ on M to A, which is valid with
respect to pks and pkv .
– OSim : Given a message M , the oracle returns a signature σ on M to A, which is valid with
respect to pks and pkv .
– OVer : Given a query of the form (M, σ), the oracle returns a bit b which is 1 if σ is a valid
signature on M with respect to pks and pkv , and 0 otherwise.
3. Finally, A outputs its forgery, (M ∗ , σ ∗ ). It wins the game if
(a) 1 ← Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M ∗ , σ ∗ ), and
(b) A did not query OSign and OSim on input M ∗ .
Definition 2.2 (Unforgeability). An SDVS scheme is said to be (t, qSign , qSim , qVer , )-unforgeable if
there is no adversary A which runs in time at most t, issues at most qSign queries to OSign , at most
qSim queries to OSim , and at most qVer queries to OVer , and wins the game with probability at least .
4

2.2

Non-transferability

Non-transferability says that given a message-signature pair (M, σ) which is accepted by the designated
verifier, it is infeasible for any probabilistic polynomial-time distinguisher to tell whether the message
was signed by the signer or the designated verifier. Formally, we consider the following definition.
Definition 2.3 (Non-Transferability). An SDVS scheme is non-transferable if the signature output
by the signer is computationally indistinguishable from that output by the designated verifier, i.e.
{Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M )} ≈ {Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M )}
That is, for any probabilistic polynomial-time distinguisher D, for any (pks , sks ) ← Kg(1k ), (pkv , skv ) ←
Kg(1k ), any message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ , it holds that
"
#
σ0 ← Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M ), σ1 ← Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M )
1
Pr
< (k)
: b0 = b −
$
0
2
b ← {0, 1}, b ← D(pks , sks , pkv , skv , σb )
where (k) is a negligible function1 in the security parameter k, and the probability is taken over the
randomness used in Kg, Sign and Sim, and the random coins consumed by D. If the two distributions
are identical, we say that the SDVS scheme is perfectly non-transferable.

2.3

Privacy of Signer’s Identity

Privacy of signer’s identity (PSI), first defined by Laguillaumie and Vergnaud [17], formalizes of the
motivation for the introduction of SDVS. Basically, it requires that one cannot tell signatures generated
by signer S0 for V apart from those by S1 , if it does not know V ’s secret key. Below is the formal
definition of PSI, modeled by a game played between the challenger C and a distinguisher D.
1. C generates the key pairs for signers S0 , S1 and verifier V , i.e. (pks0 , sks0 ), (pks1 , sks1 ), and
(pkv , skv ), and invokes D on input (pks0 , pks1 , pkv ).
2. D issues queries adaptively for polynomially many times as in the unforgeability game, except
that all the oracles take an additional input d ∈ {0, 1} indicating the signer. That is, the oracles
generate/verify signatures with respect to pksd and pkv .
3. D outputs a message M ∗ . C then tosses a coin b ∈ {0, 1}, computes the challenge signature
σ ∗ ← Sign(sksb , pksb , pkv , M ∗ ), and returns σ ∗ to D.
4. D continues to issue queries as in Step 2 except that it could not query OVer on input (d, M ∗ , σ ∗ )
for any d ∈ {0, 1}. Finally it outputs a bit b0 , and wins the game if b0 = b.
Definition 2.4 (Privacy of Signer’s Identity). An SDVS scheme is said to be (t, qSign , qSim , qVer , )PSI-secure if there is no adversary D which runs in time at most t, issues at most qSign queries to
OSign , at most qSim queries to OSim , and at most qVer queries to OVer , and wins the game above with
probability that deviates from one-half by more than .
Remark 1 : If the signing/simulation algorithm of an SDVS scheme is deterministic, the distinguisher
D in the game above is also restricted from asking OSign and OSim for a signature on M ∗ for any
d ∈ {0, 1}. Otherwise, D trivially breaks the PSI.
1

A function f : N → N is negligible in the security parameter k if for every polynomial q(·), there exists some K ∈ N
such that for every k > K, f (k) < 1/q(k).

5

2.4

Non-Delegatability

Intuitively, non-delegatability requires that if one produces a valid signature on a message, it must
‘know’ the secret key of S or V . Formally, we consider the following definition, which is modified from
[19].
Definition 2.5 (Non-delegatability). Let κ ∈ [0, 1] be the knowledge error, and F be a forger algorithm. Let FM be F with M as its input, and oracle calls to FM be counted as one step. An SDVS
scheme is non-delegatable with knowledge error κ if there exists a positive polynomial poly(·) and a
probabilistic oracle machine K such that for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm F, machine
K satisfies the following condition:
Denote by  the probability that F on input M , produces a valid signature on M . For
every (pks , sks ) ← Kg(1k ), (pkv , skv ) ← Kg(1k ), and every message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ , if  > κ,
then on input M and on (black-box) oracle access to FM , K produces either sks or skv in
expected polynomial time with probability at least ( − κ)/poly(k).
Remark 2 : Readers may notice that our definition of non-delegatability is different from the original
one given in [19]. However, like the two equivalent definitions of proofs of knowledge [1], it can be
shown that Def. 2.5 is equivalent to Lipmaa et al.’s definition.

3

Tools and Assumptions

Pseudorandom Function Ensemble: Roughly speaking, pseudorandom functions are functions
whose output distribution is computationally indistinguishable from that of truly random functions,
if the seeds are random. The following definition is from [20].
Definition 3.1. Let {Ak , Bk }k∈N be a sequence of domains and let F = {PRFk }k∈N be a function
ensemble such that the random variable PRFk assumes values in the set of Ak → Bk functions. Then
F is called an efficiently computable pseudorandom function ensemble if the following conditions hold:
1. ( efficient computation) There exist probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms I nd V, and a mapping from strings to functions, φ, such that φ(I(1k )) and PRFk are identically distributed and
V(i, x) = (φ(i))(x).
2. ( (t, )-pseudorandomness) For every probabilistic polynomial-time oracle machine D which runs
in time at most t,
h
i
h
i
Pr DPRFk (1k ) = 1 − Pr DRFk (1k ) = 1 < ,
where R = {RFk }k∈N is the corresponding uniform function ensemble (i.e. ∀k, RFk is uniformly
distributed over the set of Ak → Bk functions).
Assumptions: Let p, q be two large primes and q|p − 1. Let G be a multiplicative group of order q
and g be its generator. For example, G is an order-q subgroup of Z∗p .
Definition 3.2 (DL Assumption). The Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption (t, )-holds in G if there
is no algorithm A which runs in time at most t, and satisfies the following condition:
$

Pr[x ← Zq ; x0 ← A(g, g x ) : x0 = x] ≥ 
where the probability is taken over the random choices of x ∈ Zq , and the random coins used by A.
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Definition 3.3 (DDH Assumption). The Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption (t, )-holds in
G if there is no algorithm A which runs in time at most t, and satisfies the following condition:
$

$

Pr[a, b, c ← Zq ; Z0 ← g ab ; Z1 ← g c ; d ← {0, 1}; d0 ← A(g, g a , g b , Zd ) : d0 = d] ≥ 
where the probability is taken over the random choices of a, b, c ∈ Zq and d ∈ {0, 1}, and the random
coins used by A.
Definition 3.4 (GDH Assumption). The Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assumption (t, )-holds in G if
there is no algorithm A that given access to a DDH oracle Oddh which on input (g1 , g2 , g1u , g2v ) ∈ G4
?

tells if the given tuple is a DDH tuple (i.e. u = v), runs in time at most t, and satisfies the following
condition:
$
Pr[a, b ← Zq ; Z ← AOddh (g, g a , g b ) : Z = g ab ] ≥ 
where the probability is taken over the random choices of a, b ∈ Zq , and the random coins used by A.

4

SDVS without Random Oracles

Let G be a cyclic multiplicative group of large prime order q, and g be its generator. Let λ(·) and
`(·) be two positive polynomials in the security parameter k. Let F = {PRFK }K∈KPRF be a family of
pseudorandom functions PRFK : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}` with key space KPRF . We assume that the message
space is {0, 1}λ .2 Let H : G → KPRF be a collision-resistant hash function. Our SDVS scheme is
depicted in Fig. 1, where for simplicity, we omit the usage of function H, and simply use the shared
key (i.e. K = g xs xv ) as the key for the pseudorandom function.
Kg(1k ):

Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M ):

$

x ← Zq
return (pk, sk) := (g x , x)

parse sks as xs
set K ← pkxv s
return σ ← PRFK (M )
Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M ):
parse skv as xv
set K ← pkxs v
return σ ← PRFK (M )

Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M, σ):
parse skv as xv
set K ← pkxs v
?

return σ = PRFK (M )

Figure 1: Our SDVS Scheme in the Standard Model, SDVS1
Below we analyze the security of SDVS1 . As we shall see later (Theorem 4.2), the scheme SDVS1 is
perfectly non-transferable. Hence, it suffices to consider the case in which the adversary in the games
of unforgeability and privacy of signer’s identity does not make queries to oracle OSim , as these queries
can be perfectly handled using oracle OSign .
Security Analysis. It is known that pseudorandom function is a (deterministic) message authentication code that is strongly unforgeable under chosen message attacks [2]. After obtaining many
signatures on messages at its choices, the adversary still could not forge a new one. On the other hand,
the pseudorandomness of the function tells that after obtaining many outputs, the output of the function on a new input still looks random to the distinguisher. Hence, the adversary against the privacy
of signer’s identity cannot distinguish which signer produced the challenge signature. Formally, we
have the following theorems.
2
We can also assume the message space to be {0, 1}∗ and then use a collision-resistant hash function to map the
messages to {0, 1}λ .
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that A is an adversary that (t, qSign , qVer , ) breaks the unforgeability of SDVS1 .
There exist an algorithm A1 that (t1 , ddh ) breaks the DDH assumption, and an algorithm A2 that
(t2 , prf ) breaks the pseudorandomness of F such that
t1 , t2 ≈ t,

and

ddh + prf >  −

qSign + qVer
.
2`

Proof. We’ll prove the theorem by a series of games. Let A be an adversary against the unforgeability
of our SDVS scheme. Let Gi be the i-th game, and Xi be the event that A outputs a valid forgery in
Game Gi without violating the constraints.
$

G0 : This is the original game. The challenger C chooses a, b ← Zq , and invokes A on input (pks , pkv ) =
(g a , g b ). Let K := pkbs = pkav = g ab . For each signing query M and each verification (M, σ), C simulates
the corresponding answer using g ab as the key for the pseudorandom function. The adversary finally
outputs (M ∗ , σ ∗ ), and wins the game if M ∗ is new and σ ∗ = PRFgab (M ∗ ). By definition, we have that
Pr[X0 ] = 

(1)

G1 : This game differs from Game G0 in that when handling the adversary’s queries, the key for the
$

pseudorandom function is chosen as a random element of G, i.e. K ← G. Besides, the validity of the
adversary’s forgery is now also with respect to this random key K. If the success probabilities of the
adversaries in games G1 and G0 differ non-negligibly, it leads to an algorithm for breaking the DDH
assumption. Therefore, we have that
|Pr[X1 ] − Pr[X0 ]| ≤ ddh

(2)

for some algorithm A1 that (t1 , ddh ) breaks the DDH assumption with t1 ≈ t. A1 works as below.
Given an instance of DDH problem, i.e G, g, q, g a , g b , Z where Z is either equal to g ab or a random
element of G, A1 sets pks := g a and pkv := g b and invokes A on input (pks , pkv ) and the group description G, g, p. To answer a signing query on message M , A1 computes and returns σ ← PRFZ (M );
?

to answer a verification query (M, σ), it computes and returns σ = PRFZ (M ). Finally, A outputs its
forgery, (M ∗ , σ ∗ ). The adversary A1 then tests if σ ∗ = PRFZ (M ∗ ). If so, it outputs 1, meaning that
Z = g ab ; otherwise it outputs 0, meaning that Z is randomly chosen from G. Obviously, if Z = g ab ,
the game simulated by A1 is Game G0 , and A outputs a valid forgery with probability Pr[X0 ]. If Z
is a random element of G, the game simulated by A1 is Game G1 , and A outputs a valid forgery with
probability Pr[X1 ]. Let b be the bit output by A1 . Then we have
h
i
h
i
$
Pr b = 1|Z = g ab − Pr b = 1|Z ← G
= |Pr[X0 ] − Pr[X1 ]|
By the DDH assumption, we then have equation (2).
G2 : Notice that in Game G1 the key for the pseudorandom function is independent from the two public
keys, and the adversary can obtain information about the function only via issuing queries. We now
modify the game so that the pseudorandom function is replaced with a truly random function. That
is, the signature on a message is now randomly chosen from {0, 1}` . We obtain that
|Pr[X2 ] − Pr[X1 ]| ≤ prf

(3)

To see the equation above, we construct an algorithm A2 to (t2 , prf )-break the pseudorandomness of
F with t2 ≈ t.
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Given an oracle function F (·) which is either a pseudorandom function chosen from F or a truly
random function, the adversary A2 randomly selects a group (G, g, q) and chooses a, b ← Zq , and
invokes A on input (pks , pkv ) = (g a , g b ) and the group description. A2 maintains a table T which is
initially empty. On input a signing query M , if there is a tuple (M, σ) in T , A2 returns σ. Otherwise, it
submits M to function F and obtains the answer σ. It returns σ to A and stores (M, σ) in T . On input
a verification query (M, σ), if (M, σ) is in table T , A2 returns 1; otherwise, it submits M to F and
obtains σ 0 . It stores (M, σ 0 ) in T , and returns 1 if σ 0 = σ, and 0 otherwise. Since the pseudorandom
function is deterministic, there is only one signature on each message. Hence, the simulation of oracle
OSign is perfect. Finally, A outputs a forgery (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) where M ∗ is distinct from all messages it ever
submitted to A2 . A2 submits M ∗ to F and obtains σ 0∗ . If σ 0∗ = σ ∗ , it outputs 1, indicating that its
oracle function is a pseudorandom function from F; otherwise, it outputs 0, indicating that its oracle
is a truly random function. Obviously, if F is chosen from F, A2 perfectly simulated Game G1 ; if F
is a truly random function, A2 perfectly simulated Game G2 . Therefore, we obtain equation (3).
Note that in Game G2 , the signature on a message is a random string from {0, 1}` , therefore, after
issuing qSign signing queries and qVer verification queries, the probability that the forgery output by
the adversary is valid in Game G2 is upper bounded by
Pr[X2 ] ≤

qSign + qVer
1
<
2` − qSign − qVer
2`

(4)

Combining equations (1)–(4), we get that
 = Pr[X0 ]
≤ |Pr[X0 ] − Pr[X1 ]| + |Pr[X1 ] − Pr[X2 ]| + Pr[X2 ]
qSign + qVer
< ddh + prf +
2`
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.2. SDVS1 is perfectly non-transferable.
Proof. Since both the signer and the verifier can compute the same key K = g xs xv and thus can obtain
the same signature on any message M , i.e. σ = PRFK (M ) for each message M .
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that there is an adversary D that (t, qSign , qVer , )-breaks the PSI of SDVS1 .
Then there exists an adversary A1 that (t1 , ddh )-breaks DDH assumption and an adversary A2 that
(t2 , prf )-breaks the pseudorandomness of F with
t1 , t2 ≈ t,

and

1 + 2 ≥


2

Proof. Let D be the distinguisher against privacy of signer’s identity. We consider the following games,
and we denote by Xi the event that the adversary outputs the correct bit in Game Gi .
G0 : This is the original game. C chooses a0 , a1 , c ∈ Zq at random and invokes the adversary D on
input (pks0 , pks1 , pkv ) = (g a0 , g a1 , g c ). It simulates oracles for D using a0 , a1 , c. Let K0 = g a0 c and
K1 = g a1 c . Essentially, the real keys used in the simulation of oracles are K0 and K1 , and Kb is used
in the generation of the challenge signature σ ∗ for a random b ∈ {0, 1}. By definition, we have that
Pr[X0 ] =  +
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1
2

(5)

G1 : This game differs from Game G0 in that now the key K0 is chosen at random from G. The difference
between D’s success probabilities in Game G0 and Game G1 is then bounded by the intractability of
DDH problem, and we have
|Pr[X1 ] − Pr[X0 ]| ≤ ddh
(6)
To see the equation above, we use D to build another algorithm D1 to (t1 , ddh )-break the DDH
assumption with t1 ≈ t.
Given a random instance of DDH problem, i.e. (G, g, q, g a0 , g c , Z) where a0 , c are random elements
of Zq unknown to it, D1 randomly chooses a1 ∈ Zq , and invokes D on input (pks0 , pks1 , pkv ) =
(g a0 , g a1 , g c ) and the group description. It also sets K0 := Z and K1 = (g c )a1 .
Given a signing query (d, M ), D1 computes and returns σ ← PRFKd (M ). Given a verification
?

query (d, M, σ), it computes and returns σ = PRFKd (M ). When D submits its challenge message M ∗ ,
D1 chooses a random bit b, and returns σ ∗ ← PRFKb (M ∗ ). The successive queries issued by D are
handled as above. Finally, D outputs a bit b0 . Then D1 outputs 1 if b0 = b, indicating that Z = g a0 c ,
and 0 otherwise, indicating that Z is a random element of G.
It is readily seen that if Z = g a0 c , the game simulated by D is identical to Game G0 , and D outputs
the correct answer with probability Pr[X0 ]; on the other hand, if Z is a random element of G, the
game is identical to Game G1 , and D outputs the correct bit with probability Pr[X1 ]. Let the bit
output by D1 be δ. We have that
h
i
$
Pr [δ = 1|Z = g a0 c ] − Pr δ = 1|Z ← G
= |Pr[X0 ] − Pr[X1 ]|
Therefore, we obtain the equation (6).
G2 : Now we replace K1 with a random element of G as well. Note that in this game, both K0 and K1
are randomly chosen from G. Similar to Game G1 , we have that
|Pr[X2 ] − Pr[X1 ]| ≤ ddh

(7)

G3 : We modify the game so that the function PRFK0 is now replaced with a truly random function.
That is, for each message M , the signer S0 ’s signature is now chosen at random from {0, 1}` instead
of being computed as PRFK0 (M ). We have
|Pr[X3 ] − Pr[X2 ]| ≤ prf

(8)

To prove the equation above, we construct an algorithm D2 to (t2 , prf )-break the pseudorandomness
of F with t2 ≈ t.
Given an oracle function F (·), D2 randomly chooses a group (G, g, q), and selects a0 , a1 , c ∈ Zq
and K1 ∈ G uniformly. It invokes D on input (pks0 , pks1 , pkv ) = (g a0 , g a1 , g c ). D2 maintains a table
T containing entries of the form (d, M, σ), which is initially empty.
Given a signing query (d, M ), if there is a tuple (d, M, σ) in table T , D2 returns σ. Otherwise, if
d = 0, D2 forwards M to F and obtains σ; if d = 1, D2 computes and returns σ ← PRFK1 (M ). In
either case, D2 stores (d, M, σ) in T and returns σ to D. Given a verification query (d, M, σ), if it is
?

contained in T , D2 returns 1. Otherwise, if d = 0, it submits M to F , obtains σ 0 and returns σ 0 = σ;
?
if d = 1, it computes and returns σ = PRFK1 (M ). In either case, D2 stores (d, M, σ 0 ) in T .
When D submits its challenge message M ∗ , D2 tosses a coin b. If the output is 0, it sends M ∗
to F and obtains σ ∗ ; if the outputs is 1, it computes σ ∗ ← PRFK1 (M ∗ ). D2 then returns σ ∗ to the
adversary. All the successive queries are handled as above. Finally, D outputs b0 . If b0 = b, D2 outputs
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1 indicating that F is a pseudorandom function chosen from F; otherwise, it outputs 0 indicating that
F is a truly random function.
Clearly, if F is chosen from F, D2 perfectly simulated Game G2 and D outputs the correct bit with
probability Pr[X2 ]; if it is a truly random function, D2 perfectly simulated Game G3 and D outputs
the correct bit with probability Pr[X3 ]. Therefore, we obtain the equation (8).
G4 : In this game the function PRFK1 (·) is also replaced with a truly random function. That is, the
signer S1 ’s signatures are now chosen at random from {0, 1}` as well. Similarly, we have that
|Pr[X4 ] − Pr[X3 ]| ≤ prf

(9)

Note that in Game G4 both of the signers’ signatures are randomly chosen from {0, 1}` , including
the challenge signature. Thus, the answers to all the queries issued by D provide no help to it. That is,
D does not obtain any information about the bit b at all from its queries and the challenge signature.
Hence, we have that
1
Pr[X4 ] =
(10)
2
Combining equations (5)–(10), we obtain that
Pr[X0 ] ≤

4
X

|Pr[Xi ] − Pr[Xi−1 ]| + Pr[X4 ]

i=1

≤ 2ddh + 2prf +

1
2

This completes the proof.

5

SDVS without Delegatability

It is clear that our SDVS scheme based on pseudorandom functions is delegatable. The signer S or the
verifier V can simply release K = g xs xv to any third party so that it can sign any message on behalf of
S for V . Below in Fig. 2 we give another construction of SDVS, called SDVS2 , which does not suffer
from the delegatability issue but at the price of provable security in the random oracle model only,
where G is a multiplicative group of large prime order q, g is its generator, and H : {0, 1}∗ × G3 → Zq
is a collision-resistant hash function which will be modeled as a random oracle in the security proofs.
The idea behind the construction above is that in order to sign a message M , the signer S produces
a signature of knowledge showing that it knows the secret key of either S or V , i.e.
σ = SP K {x : pks = g x ∨ pkv = g x } (M )
So either sks or skv must be involved in the generation of σ. To make the scheme a ‘strong’ DVS, we
propose to include the common key shared between S and V , i.e. K = pkxv s = pkxs v = g xs xv , into the
message to be signed. Thus, the signature of knowledge becomes
σ = SP K {x : pks = g x ∨ pkv = g x } (M, K)
Security Analysis. For the security of SDVS2 , we have the following theorems.
Theorem 5.1. If DL assumption (tdl , dl )-holds in G, SDVS2 is (tuf , qH , qSign , qSim , qVer , uf )-strongly
unforgeable in the random oracle model, where
p
tuf ≈ tdl , and uf ≤ 32qH dl
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Kg(1k ):

Ver(skv , pks , pkv , M, σ):

$

x ← Zq
return (pk, sk) := (g x , x)

parse σ as (cs , zs , cv , zv ), skv as xv
zv
−cv
xv
s
set Rs ← g zs pk−c
s , Rv ← g pkv , K ← pks
?

return cs + cv = H(M, K, Rs , Rv )
Sim(skv , pks , pkv , M ):
parse skv as xv

Sign(sks , pks , pkv , M ):
parse sks as xs
$

$

select at random rs , zv , cv ← Zq
xs
v
set Rs ← g rs , Rv ← g zv pk−c
v , K ← pkv
set c ← H(M, K, Rs , Rv )
set cs ← c − cv , zs ← rs + cs xs
return σ := (cs , zs , cv , zv )

select at random rv , zs , cs ← Zq
xv
s
set Rv ← g rv , Rs ← g zs pk−c
s , K ← pks
set c ← H(M, K, Rs , Rv )
set cv ← c − cs , zv ← rv + cv xv
return σ := (cs , zs , cv , zv )

Figure 2: Our Non-delegatable SDVS Scheme, SDVS2
Again, as shown in Theorem 5.2, SDVS2 is perfectly non-transferable, thus we don’t need to handle
the adversary’s queries to oracle OSim , it is sufficient for us to merely consider how to deal with signing
queries, verification queries and hash queries in the proof, which is deferred to Appendix A.
Remark 3 : Unlike DVS-KW in [19], the unforgeability of DVS-KW is proved in the non-programmable
random oracle model [21], while the proof above is in the programmable random oracle model. Besides, the security reduction above is not tight, since we need to rewind the adversary in order to
extract the discrete logarithm from the signatures. However, these losses are expectable, because the
unforgeability of our scheme relies on the hardness of discrete logarithm problem, which is believed to
be much harder than DDH problem, the underlying problem of the unforgeability of DVS-KW.
Note that in SDVS2 , both S and V can produce identically distributed proofs using their respective
secret key, because (the interactive version of) the proof of knowledge is perfect special honest-verifier
zero-knowledge and both S and V can compute the same key K. Therefore, we have the following
theorem immediately.
Theorem 5.2. SDVS2 is perfectly non-transferable.
Theorem 5.3. If there is an algorithm F which for some message M , can produce valid signatures
in polynomial time and with probability  after issuing at most qH queries to the random oracle, then
SDVS2 is non-delegatable with knowledge error 1/q in the random oracle model.
Proof. Assume that  > κ = 1/q, where 1/q is the probability that the adversary guesses the value of
H(M, g xs xv , Rs , Rv ) without asking the random oracle.
Let FM be a forger with input message M . Consider two runs of FM by K on the same random tape.
In both runs, K executes FM step-by-step, except that K returns different random values (c versus c̄)
as the answer to the hash query H(M, K, Rs , Rv ) where K = g xs xv . Since (K, Rs , Rv ) are in the hash
input, their values must be unchanged in the two runs. Let Rs = g rs and Rv = g rv for some rs , rv ∈ Zq .
v
Suppose that both signatures are valid, one must have that cs + cv = H(M, K, g zs pks−cs , g zv pk−c
v ) and
z̄
−c̄
z̄
−c̄
s
s
v
v
c̄s + c̄v = H(M, K, g pks , g pkv ), from which have that
zs = rs + xs cs

(11)

z̄s = rs + xs c̄s

(13)

zv = rv + xv cv

(12)

z̄v = rv + xv c̄v

(14)
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If cs 6= c̄s , then from equations (11) and (13) we have that xs = (zs − z̄s )/(cs − c̄s ). Similarly, if
cv 6= c̄v , from equations (12) and (14) we have that xv = (zv − z̄v )/(cv − c̄v ). Since cs + cv 6= c̄s + c̄v , it
must be that either cs 6= c̄s or cv 6= c̄v . Then we can extract the secret key of either S or V as above.
Note that in the analysis above, the value of K = g xs xv is unknown to the extractor K. Since the
forger FM may make many hash queries of the form (M, ·, Rs , Rv ), in order to rewind FM to the proper
status, i.e. the status that FM made the hash query (M, g xs xv , Rs , Rv ), K needs to guess at random
the hash query in which the second element is the correct value of K (and the last two elements are
Rs and Rv ). This brings a factor 1/qH to the success probability of the extractor. Conditioned on
that the random guess is correct, by a similar analysis to that in [22, 5], we have that with probability
at least ( − 1/q)/16, FM produces another valid signature σ 0 on the same message M in the second
run, which together with the valid signature in the first run, enables K to extract either sks or skv .
Hence, the probability that K succeeds in extracting either sks or skv is at least ( − 1/q)/16qH .
Theorem 5.4. If GDH assumption (tgdh , gdh )-holds in G, SDVS2 is then (t, qSign , qSim , qVer , )-PSIsecure in the random oracle model, where
t ≈ tgdh

and

 ≤ gdh +

2
q

We defer the proof to Appendix A.

6

Comparison

In Table 1 we compare our schemes with some existing (S)DVS schemes in the literature, where we
denote the size of a signature and the size of a public key by ‘|sig|’ and ‘|pk|’, respectively; by ‘strong’
we mean if the scheme supports privacy of signer’s privacy; by ‘non-dele’ we mean if the scheme
supports non-delegatability; and by ‘model’ we mean that the security of the scheme is in the random
oracle model (rom) or the standard model (std).
scheme
[14]
[18]
[19]
[13]
SDVS1
SDVS2

|sig|
2|Zp | + 3|Zq |
nr + 1|GT |
4|Zq |
|H(·)|
|PRFK (·)|
4|Zq |

|pk|
1|Zp |
1|G|
2|Zp |
1|Zp |
1|Zp |
1|Zp |

strong
×
√
×
√
√
√

non-dele
×
×
√
×
×
√

model
rom
rom
rom
rom
std
rom

Table 1: Comparison with other schemes.
From the comparison one can see that in terms of signature size, SDVS1 which is secure in the
standard model, outperforms schemes in [14, 18, 19] which are secure in the random oracle model, and
is comparable with the scheme in [13] which so far is the most efficient SDVS scheme in the random
oracle model. Besides, SDVS1 has almost the same computational efficiency as [13]. On the other
hand, to the best of our knowledge, SDVS2 is the first SDVS scheme that is non-delegatable, which
compared with Lipmaa-Wang-Bao DVS scheme [19], has the same signature size and shorter public
key.
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7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed the a pretty efficient SDVS scheme that has quite short signatures, and is
provably secure in the standard model. Since it is vulnerable to delegatability attacks, we then proposed the first non-delegatable SDVS scheme which is as efficient as Lipmaa-Wang-Bao DVS scheme,
at the price of provable security in the random oracle model.
Many problems about DVS and its variants are still left unsolved, i.e. the construction of nondelegatable DVS and variants in the standard model. It seems that non-delegatable DVS without
random oracles is much harder to achieve. The user secret key in most of the signature schemes in
the literature is comprised of element(s) of the group Zq , and usually is put on the exponent position
of the public key. As far as we know there is no method for extracting the exponent from element(s)
in the underlying group G without resorting to the random oracle heuristic. We leave this problem as
our future work.
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A

Security Proofs of SDVS2

(Proof of Theorem 5.1). Let F be a forger algorithm against the unforgeability of SDVS2 , which
runs in time at most tuf , makes at most qH hash queries, qSign signing queries, qSim simulation queries
and qVer verification queries, and wins the unforgeability game with probability at least uf . We then
use it as a subroutine to build another algorithm A for solving the DL problem.
Given a random instance of DL problem, i.e. (G, g, q, y), where y = g x for some unknown x ∈ Zq ,
A randomly chooses x̄ ∈ Zq and tosses a coin. If the outcome is head, it sets pks := g x̄ and pkv := y;
otherwise it sets pks := y and pkv = g x̄ . For simplicity, we assume that the outcome is head. The rest
simulation in the other case can be done similarly. A then invokes F on input (pks , pkv ) and then
simulates oracles for it. It maintains a hash table HT which is initially empty.
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Hash Queries: Given a query (M, K, Rs , Rv ), if there is a tuple ((M, K, Rs , Rv ), c) in HT , A returns
c; otherwise, it randomly selects a fresh c ∈ Zq , stores ((M, K, Rs , Rv ), c) in HT and returns c.
Signing Queries: On input a message M , A computes the answer by calling the Sign algorithm using
v
its knowledge of x̄. That is, A randomly selects rs , zv , cv ∈ Zq , and computes Rs ← g rs , Rv ← g zv pk−c
v .
x̄
It sets c ← H(M, pkv , Rs , Rv ) and cs ← c − cv , zs ← rs + cs x̄. The signature σ := (cs , zs , cv , zv ) is then
returned to F.
Verification Queries: Given a message M and an alleged signature σ := (cs , zs , cv , zv ), A computes
zv
−cv
x̄
s and R
Rs ← g zs pk−c
v ← g pkv , and checks if cs + cv = H(M, pkv , Rs , Rv ). If so, A returns 1;
s
otherwise, it returns 0.
Finally, F outputs its forgery, i.e. (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) where σ ∗ = (c∗s , zs∗ , c∗v , zv∗ ). If σ ∗ is not a valid signature
of S on M ∗ for V , A aborts. Otherwise, A computes
∗

∗

s
Rs∗ ← g zs pk−c
s

∗

∗

v
and Rv∗ ← g zv pk−c
v .

Let c∗ be the hash value of (M ∗ , pkxv s , Rs∗ , Rv∗ ). A then rewinds F to the status of asking for the
hash value of (M ∗ , pkxv s , Rs∗ , Rv∗ ), and feeds F with c̄∗ 6= c∗ . The subsequent queries issued by F are
answered as above. Again, we assume that F outputs another valid forgery on the same message,
i.e.
∗
−c̄∗
(M ∗ , σ̄ ∗ ) where σ̄ ∗ = (c̄∗s , z̄s∗ , c̄∗v , z̄v∗ ) such that c̄∗ = c̄∗s + c̄∗v 6= c∗s + c∗v = c∗ but g z̄s pks s = Rs∗ and
∗
−c̄∗
g z̄v pkv v = Rv∗ (otherwise A aborts). If c∗v 6= c̄∗v , A outputs the discrete log of y as
x = logg y =

zv∗ − z̄v∗
c∗s − c̄∗s

Otherwise, it aborts.
(Probability Analysis): It is readily seen that the oracles are simulated by A perfectly using its
knowledge of x̄ (which is the secret key of either pks or pkv , depending on the outcome of the coin toss
at the onset of the simulation). Therefore, F outputs its first valid forgery with probability at least
uf . Then by a similar analysis with that in [22, 5] we have that with probability at least 2uf /16qH , F
outputs its valid forgery in the second run again which satisfies the aforementioned conditions. Since
setting y as the public key of S or V (at the onset of the simulation by A) is completely random and
the whole simulation is perfect, we then have that with probability one-half it holds that c∗v 6= c̄∗v .
Thus, from the two valid forgeries A can successfully compute the discrete log of y with probability
at least
2
2
1
dl ≥ uf · = uf
16qH 2
32qH
This completes the proof.

(Proof of Theorem 5.4). Assume that D is an adversary against the privacy of signer’s identity,
which runs in time t, issues at most qSign signing queries, qSim simulation queries and qVer verification
queries, and wins with probability 1/2 + . Using D as a subroutine, we build an algorithm E for
solving the GDH problem.
Given a random instance of GDH problem, say, (G, g, q, g u , g w ) and a DDH oracle, E randomly
0
selects u0 ∈ Zq , and sets pks0 = g u , pks1 = g u g u and pkv = g w . It invokes D on input (pks0 , pks1 , pkv ),
and then simulates oracles for it. E maintains two tables, HT and ST , which are initially empty. For
simplicity, we assume that D does not duplicate queries, and we do not consider queries to OSim in
the proof.
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Hash Queries: Given an input (M, K, Rs , Rv ), if there is a tuple ((M, K, Rs , Rv ), c) in table HT , E
returns c. Otherwise, it submits (g, pks0 , pkv , K) and (g, pks1 , pkv , K) to the DDH oracle, and obtains
0
two bits, b0 and b1 . If b0 = 1, E outputs K and halts; if b1 = 1, it outputs K/(g w )u and halts;
otherwise (b0 = b1 = 0), it selects at random a fresh c ∈ Zq , stores ((M, K, Rs , Rv ), c) in HT and
returns c.
Signing Queries: Given a bit d and a message M , E randomly chooses cs , cv , zs , zv ∈ Zq , and
zv
−cv and c = c + c . If c was ever used, E repeats the process
s
computes Rs = g zs pk−c
s
v
sd , Rv = g pkv
above. It then stores ((M, ⊥, Rs , Rv ), c) in HT and returns σ := (cs , zs , cv , zv ). Meanwhile, it stores
(d, M, σ) into signature table ST . Note that though E does not know g xsd xv , the simulated signature
is still identically distributed as real ones.
Verification Queries: Given a bit d, a message M and an alleged signature σ = (cs , zs , cv , zv ), if
there is a tuple (d, M, σ) in table ST , E returns 1; otherwise, it returns 0.
The intuition behind the simulation of verification oracle is that if a signature was ever returned by
E to the adversary, it must be valid. Otherwise, if the signature is invalid, certainly the oracle should
return 0; if it is valid, then the adversary forged a valid signature. In this case, with probability at
s
least 1 − 1/q it holds that D made a hash query (M, K, Rs , Rv ), where K = pkxsdv , Rs = g zs pk−c
sd and
z
−c
uw
v
v
Rv = g pkv . According to the simulation of the hash oracle, E obtained g
and halted. Thus,
the only case left is that the signature is valid but the adversary did not ask the random oracle for
the hash of (M, K, Rs , Rv ). Therefore, the simulation of the verification oracle is at most 1/q different
from the real one.
When it is ready, D submits a challenge ∗message M ∗ . E∗ then flips a coin b, randomly chooses
∗
∗
−c
−c
∈ Zq , and computes Rs∗ = g zs pksb s , Rv∗ = g zv pkv v and c∗ = c∗s +c∗v . Again, if c∗ was used,
E repeats the process above. It then returns σ ∗ := (c∗s , zs∗ , c∗v , zv∗ ), and stores ((M ∗ , ⊥, Rs∗ , Rv∗ ), c∗ ) in
HT and (b, M ∗ , σ ∗ ) in ST , and . E continues to simulate oracles for D and monitor the hash queries
as above. Finally, D outputs a bit b0 . If until now E has not halted, it aborts and fails to find g ab .
c∗s , c∗v , zs∗ , zv∗

Probability Analysis: From above we see that all the queries are perfectly handled, except there
is a 1/q difference in the simulation of verification oracle. Notice that in order to win the PSI game,
D has to make hash queries with (M, K, Rs , Rv ) where K = g xs0 xv or K = g xs1 xv . Otherwise, since
the outputs of oracle H are completely random, D would have no information about c∗ at all if it did
not make a hash query on (M ∗ , K, Rs∗ , Rv∗ ), except that it guesses the hash value at random, which is
correct with probability at most 1/q. Therefore, we have that
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This completes the proof.
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